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The effect of drifts on the scrape-off-layer transport of particles and heat is investigated in the

TCV tokamak using the SOLPS-ITER code. Reversing the toroidal magnetic field Bt is used

to probe the drift model. Target current measurements with unbiased wall-mounted Langmuir

probes in Ohmically heated TCV discharges are consistent with these simulations, where the

divertor parallel currents are dominated by Pfirsch-Schlüter flows [1]. For the unfavorable Bt

direction for H-mode access, simulations predicted the formation of a potential well below the

X-point for sufficiently resistive, i.e. detached, divertor conditions. Such a potential well was

experimentally confirmed using TCV’s novel Reciprocating Divertor Probe Array [2]. In par-

ticular, the deduced E ×B flux pattern differs substantially from that assumed conventionally.

Drift simulations also change the distribution of divertor heat loads and particle fluxes between

inner and outer targets with Bt reversal. A stringent comparison between SOLPS-ITER sim-

ulations and TCV measurements, employing several edge diagnostics that include Bolometry,

Infrared Thermography, Thomson scattering, CXRS, Divertor Spectroscopy System, Langmuir

Probes and MANTIS [3], will be presented. Although a satisfactory qualitative agreement for

multiple diagnostics is seen, several quantitative mismatches remain, whose explanation will

require further investigation. Comparing complex diagnostic information with state of the art

modelling has already challenged our previous assumptions. Performing such comparisons with

alternative magnetic divertor configurations and/or divertor chamber neutral baffling, with the

techniques described herein, will probe and challenge these models further.
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